






















































































































































































































































Anton introducing War Thunder and its nature 



Anton talking 

 

30% of War Thunder users have single core CPUs! 

 

The picture from War Thunder with WaveWorks integrated 
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What we got in War thunder in terms of rendering water surfaces is mostly natural 
outcome of using WaveWorks. 

We only needed to add extremely low resolution texture affecting the Fresnel factor 
to hide repeats at extreme altitudes:  

WaveWorks offers large, but not infinite dynamic range of wavelengths. It is 16000 to 
64000 depending on simulation quality preset, and as WaveWorks allows to pick the 
FFT texels/worldspace units ratio, we decided to provide more details in closeups by 
choosing 2km per largest FFT cascade.  

 

But implementing the interactive features, like the water surface affecting the 
gameplay and the players affecting water surface, was not trivial. Let’s talk about this 
in more details. 
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WaveWorks naturally supports CUDA, DirectCompute, CPU simulation. Gaijin has 
source license, added GPGPU simulation. 

 

While FFT resolution can be different on various clients, displacements for rendering 
must be as similar as possible: this is done by generating ocean spectrum for highest 
FFT resolution and resampling down for lower FFT resolutions iside the WaveWorks 
library. The actual difference is below 5cm for Beaufort 6 ocean waves, see next slide 
for example. 

Physics simulation runs in parallel with simulation for rendering and it is always done 
on CPU in low resolution to avoid taxing the CPU much. It is guaranteed to be exactly 
similar on server and all the clients: time is synced and FFT spectrum is the same. 

 

The water surfaces are affected by players and are affecting gameplay: the vessels 
move according to water surface displacements, and projectiles hit the water surface 
generating splash effects. 
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There is no way to have exactly similar displacements using different FFT dimensions 
mathematically, but the actual difference is very small thanks to spectrum 
downsampling implemented in WaveWorks. 

 

The picture shows how water surface looks at Beaufort 6 with Extreme (512*512), 
High (256*256) and Normal (128*128) quality presets. 

 

The CPU simulation for physics in War Thunder uses 128*128 FFT dimension (which 
shown on right picture) while GPU simulation for graphics uses 512*512 FFT 
dimension (which is shown on left picture), so you can visually estimate the 
difference between the two. 

Our measurements show that the average difference does not get above 6 cm with 
Beaufort 6 waves. 

 



WaveWorks provides full 3D displacement data via textures, so it is not a heightfield.  

The math behind readbacks is SSE/NEON optimized, so thousands of readbacks can 
be done without noticeable performance degradation. The picture shows 900 
readback markers placed on top of the water surface. 

 

In-plane movements and vertical displacements allow  the vesslels in War Thunder to 
behave naturally using few readback positions spread along hulls of the floating 
objects. 
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War Thunder needs ray casts to determine positions of projectiles and planes 
penetrating the water surface. 

 

WaveWorks does not have built-in ray casts, but these can be easily implemented 
based on readbacks. 

We can find intersection points exploiting local linearity of water surface and doing 
few successive approximation steps (Newton method). 

You can see on the picture that the ray cast position markers are just a tiny bit above 
the actual ray/water intersection positions: we exit refinement loop as early as 
possible 

 

Raycasts in War Thunder are SSE/NEON optimized, and this allows to handle ~2000 
projectiles being in flight without significant impact on CPU. 

 

WaveWorks distro has sample with basic raycasts implemented. 
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DX11 is not available on Windows XP 

Still 35% of total computers, and 32% of Gaming computers in China 
-> we still need DX9 
 

All DX9 drivers issues will apparently stay forever 

OpenGL drivers updating somewhere good only on PC. MacOS, for example, 
do that really rare 
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Red is depth on the picture 

 

Distance is Green on the picture, giving yellow color 
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We wanted to minimize the amount of work required from artists and to try to 
minimize the amount of “magic numbers” and “tweaks”, so we generate as much 
data as possible procedurally. 

 

The damping factor is encoded in blue color on this picture where the island is 
located in open ocean. 

 

We need not a single line of samples facing the wind, but a fan of lines as the waves 
travel in all the directions and the wind direction given to WaveWorks only defines 
the direction at which the waves will travel with maximal probability. 
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Tuning down the amplitudes for large wavelengts is done on per-cascade basis: we 
know that the larger is the cascade, the larger are the wavelengths it represents, so 
we selectively scale down the displacements in cascades according to “openness” 
factor.  

This is natural for downwind areas and lakes: there are no large ocean waves, but 
ripples and some small to medium waves can easily build up. 

Sure our spectrum equalizer has just 4 wide bands (4 cascades), but the results it 
provides are surprisingly good. 







According to oceanographers’ empirical data,  

 

Shore waves start to form when depth is less than half the wave length 

 

Shore wave will start to break when it approximately reaches a water depth of 1.28 
times the wave height, empirically: 
http://passyworldofmathematics.com/mathematics-of-ocean-waves-and-surfing/  
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Group speed for water waves is half of the phase speed, this is true for deep water, 
but works fine for our shore waves 
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